PELLY    BAY
for man. Often as I ran my inind would wander, I would forget
where I was. Perhaps I was in Tahiti, looking at the sun as it
set behind Motu-uta; or I might be rummaging cautiously
among my childhood memories. Of a sudden I would feel in
the hollow of my hand something warm. It was Nigak's nose,
and this was his fashion of caressing me. He would have
decided suddenly that he wanted to be near me. With one great
effort, he would have come up directly behind me, and there
he would be, gently rubbing that truffle of his in the hollow of
my hand as if to say, "Go straight on, I am with you. Eskimos
say we must be beaten: believe me, a show of affection now and
then does no harm.' That caress would bring me back with a
start, and I would say to myself that even in these barren im-
mensities love was present though only in the nose of a dog. My
heart would fill with warmth; without turning around I would
close my hand gently over that nose as over the hand of a
woman; then I would run on while behind me Nigak barked
with power j with joy, with life.
Once again Algunerk rang up the curtain on his familiar
comedy.
cYou slept well? I very badly.3 And he forced himself to
cough. I gathered that his wife was behind this.
Til have a look outside,5 he said. If the wind is too strong,
we'll stay.'
'There is no wind,5 I said calmly, and I continued packing.
Seeing that it was inevitable, they packed, too, but they hung
on as long as they could.
Once we were on the trail, Algunerk said in pidgin-Eskimo,
*Nuna ta-u-tok pii-shek,* — el see no land.5
Everybody who has lived among the Eskimos has been struck
by their intuition and their ability to read the white man's
thoughts. This was certainly the case with Algunerk. He knew
each time what would discourage me most, and the hope of
making land had been in my mind when he spoke.
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